
Hello. My name’s Simona  and I am  a student  in the 4th year. 

On the occasion of the transnational meeting taking place in our school and inspired by the theme of the 

Erasmus project “ a soul mind in a soul body” we  have written  a parody based on the tragedy Macbeth by 

W. Shakespeare that we have studied this year. 

We would like to  dedicate  our performance  to our  Turkish and Finnish guests. 

. This is our little present  for you. 

You will be given some flyers with the message of the play . 

 

 

We have tried to blend the message of the Shakespeare’s  play with the theme of The Erasmus project. 

We wanted to focus on the importance of free choice in determining the rise or fall of our lives. 

 We are what we choose to be, what we choose to do, what we choose…. to eat. 

It is not a malignant fate, like in Greek tragedies, to determine the fall of the hero in Shakespeare’s 

tragedies,but  the hero’s weakness and his  own choice. 

 Machealth like Macbeth, is a honest and virtuous man ,” too full of the milk of human kindness”  to play 

false 

.While returning from a battle , Machealth and his friend Banquo meet 3 witches who greet him as thane 

od Heathdom,lord of fitness and king of Scotland. The witches stand for unconscious temptations to evil. 

Their prophesies begin to work on Machealth and his wife’s  ambition and But he will be misled  and 

manipulated by his strong willed and  cruel wife Cancerbeth( we changed the name Lady Macbeth into 

Cancerbeth to make her symbolize Evil , Disease and whatever can be dangerous for our health)She will 

persuade her husband to murder king Diet( king Duncan in the original play) 

Regicide is an act against nature which brings about chaos and  catastrophe. In our play, the protagonists 

have killed Diet, healthy  habits  and this act has brought about  obesity, disease and madness. 

Lady Cancerbeth has become mad and fat. She walks in her sleep, trying to ash away the king’s blood from 

her hands,Macheath has become an automaton,indifferent to whatever happens next to him, fat and sick. 

They both will die at the end of the tagedy.  
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